FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

China Hotel Starlight Awards Named Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong “Best Themed Hotels of China”
Its Innovative Theme Suites Collection, Advantageous Location and Characteristic Services
Make Any Journey A Unique Themed Excursion
Managed by Dorsett Hospitality International

(Hong Kong, July 5, 2013) Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong, a leading hotel for its hospitality excellence, today
announced that it has won an award in the “Best Themed Hotels of China” category by China Hotel Starlight Awards.
The spotlight has once again shone on our theme suites collection that pioneers innovative ideas of putting suites
and a theme together – Ocean Park suite, SONY suite, toy suite, OSIM suite, etc. Our suite collection has succeeded
to appease the different needs of business and leisure travellers. The award is also an unswerving approval of the
themed excursion that Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong has offered to its guests.
Awarded Best Themed Hotels of China – Offers All Around Experience with a Theme
“We are truly thrilled about this award especially it’s a commendation all over China! Our suite collection is the best
gift to all kinds of travellers whether are they looking for a senses-stimulating experience in a SONY suite or a mere
fun experience in an Ocean Park suite or Toy suite. We assure, there must be something right for anyone,” said Anita
Chan, General Manager of Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong.
The complete collection of theme suites includes Sony’s 3D entertainment suite, Ocean Park suite, OSIM massage
suite, Toy suite and A-Fontane Suite. Sony’s 3D entertainment suite features the latest Sony branded audio-visual
and entertainment set-up including a 55-inch 3D LCD TV with 3D glasses and a 5.1 ch home theatre system.
Immediate viewing of videos and images on the TV is made possible in the suite with a projector handycam that
transmits files through a Sony tablet. Ocean Park suite is decorated with toys, amenities and a refreshing scent to
fashion an Ocean atmosphere. A stay with the suite comes with daily breakfast for 3, round-trip limousine service to
and from the park and park tickets for 3 (2 adults and 1 child). The OSIM suite is designed for total relaxation with a
selection of massage equipments and purifiers to pamper the body and mind. While Toy suite is packed with a

variety of toys, a cartoon DVD library and a Wii entertainment system to keep our young guests busy and happy. On
the other hand, A-Fontane suite is filled with branded bed sheet, pillowcases and duvet cover made of 100% natural
material that caresses the most delicate skin. For detailed suite descriptions, please check here.
Our location has also made themed hotel nature very successful as the hotel is close to a number of family-friendly
tourist spots e.g. Ocean Park, the Peak, Stanley market that are popular tourist spots for family travellers likely to
stay in Ocean Park suite and Toy suite. The hotel is also close to business location and convention centre making
Sony’s 3D entertainment suite, OSIM suite and A-Fontane suite the best sanctuary to unwind the nerves after a day
of fatigue. Other thoughtful services such as free shuttle service that runs up to 15 locations, flexible 24-hour
check-in service, 24-hour stay concept plus in-room 100MB ultra high speed wireless internet connection (free WiFi
accessible in common areas) additionally guarantee convenience and flexibility to any themed trip whilst in Hong
Kong!

China Hotel Starlight Award – The Oscar Award in China’s Hotel Industry
As the “Oscar Awards” of China’s hotel industry, China Hotel Starlight Awards is an event jointly conceived and
summoned by Chinese mainstream mass media, the hotel industry and the banking and investment industry. In its
8th year of history, it has already become the largest and most influential annual event to recognise various
achievements of excellent hotels and hoteliers.
Winning is never easy especially a China Hotel Starlight Award. The voting process is excessively rigorous that has to
go through 10 stages of voting. The rights to vote go to participants, hoteliers, judging committee that comprised of
authoritative media, business travellers and organizing committee, and even mysterious guests. Hence, voting is
totally just and righteous. With such voting process, the result has come out impartial and a definite recognition
from all sectors of the industry.
– End –
4-star Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is situated amid Wan Chai and Causeway Bay on Hong Kong island giving its
guests convenient access to all business, shopping and sightseeing locations. The hotel is a mere 8-min walk from
subway station / Time Square and a 10-min drive from Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. Cosmopolitan
offers 8 room and suite types sizing up to 48 sq. m. The signature Deluxe Course View Room offers a breathtaking
view over the horse racing grounds and sports fields in front of the hotel. Free shuttle bus service is available to 15
destinations via 5 routes and all rooms are equipped with 100MB ultra high speed WiFi Internet. Other facilities
include the He Jiang restaurant serving Huai-yeung cuisine, the 3T Bar, a gym room and various meeting spaces.
Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is a Michelin-recommended most comfortable hotel for 3 years in a row and is the
recipient of Certificate of Excellence Year 2012 and 2013 by TripAdvisor. The recommendation accredits its
outstanding service and comfortable stay environment for global travellers. Cosmopolitan is managed by Dorsett
Hospitality International and a member of WorldHotels.
About Dorsett Hospitality International
Dorsett Hospitality International (HKEx Stock Code 2266), formerly known as Kosmopolito Hotels International, is a
spin-off from Far East Consortium Limited. With three brands under its umbrella ….the upscale and midscale Dorsett
Hotels & Resorts and d.Collection comprising a range of charismatic boutique hotels; and the value-led Silka Hotels;

the group currently owns and manages 16 hotels in China, Hong Kong and Malaysia; with eight more opening within
the next two years in China, Hong Kong, Singapore and United Kingdom.
For more information on Dorsett Hospitality International, visit: http://www.dorsett.com.
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